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                                     Friday 29th April  

 
Year 5 Summer Term  

 
Dear Parents,  
 
We are delighted to welcome all the children back and hope that you enjoyed your Easter break. Below are a few key 
reminders that will hopefully help you understand the term ahead.  
 
Learning Challenge 
This half-term for our ‘learning challenge’ we will be taking a road trip to the USA. Throughout this topic, the children will 
be progressing their geography skills by using maps to locate and compare American states. They will also be describing 
the different landscapes/climates across America and will have the opportunity to explore specific American cities in great 
detail, looking at languages, traditions and culture. Music will link to our learning challenge this term as the children will 
be listening to and discussing Native American music; by the end of the term, they will have the opportunity to perform a 
Native American song. In addition to this, Year 5 will be analysing the art work of M.C. Escher, particularly focusing on his 
perspective drawings as they will be learning the skills required to draw a New York City scene using one-point 
perspective.  
 
Uniform 
Please make sure that all uniform, including PE kit, is labelled. P.E. Kit consists of:  
 Black shorts  
 Black/grey jogging bottoms  
 White round neck t–shirt/a t-shirt in your child’s ‘house colour’  
 School jumper or cardigan  
Children should come into school in their PE kit on Thursday. Earrings should be taken out for Games and PE (or taped 
until they can be removed). Hair should be tied back for health and safety reasons, especially on PE days.  
 
Homework Diaries 
Well done to the children (and parents) for the reading percentages during the spring term. Both year 5 classes have been 
winning the schools reading percentages almost every week. Keep it up, hopefully we can reach 100% consistently.  
 
Homework 
This half term, the children will be expected to complete homework based around the topic of the USA. Homework 
continues to be due in on Mondays. Spellings continue to be handed out on Mondays and the children will be tested on 
their spelling list the following Monday. Just a reminder that children can practise a range of spellings on Spelling Shed (all 
the children’s logins are in their homework diaries). Regular revision of times tables is expected using Times Table 
Rockstars as well as an activity on Mathletics.  
 
Important Dates… 
Monday 2nd May  Bank Holiday 
Friday 27th May  Inset Day 
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Yours faithfully, 
 
Miss Healy, Mrs Buchan and Miss Price  
 
 
 

At Bishopswood, we offer a rich and diverse curriculum that engages all children. Enriched activities that 
motivate children, enhancing their life opportunities is something that is very important to us. 

Year 5 Road-trip to the USA 

Subject Areas Covered 

Learning 
Enrichment 

Sustainability Centre Residential Trip 
 

Reading: Practicing inference, comprehension, prosody and summarising skills whilst exploring the following texts: 

-The Hobbit  
-Narnia  
-The House With Chicken Legs 
-Brother Eagle, Sister Sky 

Writing: 
 

Text focus 1: The Hobbit 
Write a setting and character descriptions 
Text focus 2: Narnia 

Write part of a narrative using description, action and dialogue 

Mathematics Measurement 
-Converting between different metric measurements 
-Converting between imperial and metric measurements 
-Estimating capacity and volume 
Geometry 
-Distinguish regular and irregular polygons 
-Identify the position of a shape using following a reflection or translation 
-Find missing lengths and angles 
Fractions 
-Multiply proper fractions and mixed numbers by whole numbers 
-Read, write, order, compare and solve problems involving numbers with up to 3 decimal places  
-Solve problems requiring percentages/decimals equivalent 

Art Perspective drawing 
Analyse the art work of M.C Escher 
Use one point perspective to draw a New York City street scene 

Computing  Computer networks 
Understand the basic workings of computer networks 
Understand the basic workings of the internet 
Understand how search results are selected and ranked 

Science  Humans and living things 
Describe the changes that happen as humans develop 
Identify and explain the different food groups 
Explain the impact of diet and lifestyle choices on the body 

Physical 
Education 

Cheerleading- learning cheerleading stances and chants.  
Composing and performing a cheerleading routine. 
Rounders- play competitive game 

RE Exploring Jesus through Art 
 


